Dr. Pancoast Predicts
Much Competition for Teachers

A declining birth rate and a decrease in school enrollment in recent years has resulted in the projections of more than 250,000 job openings for teachers by 1975. The question was raised, 'Will new graduates be hired to teach?'

Dr. Pancoast emphasized the need for teachers to think and stay competitive. "As one works with youth, he tends to stay young with them. Competition is the secret of the success of the students. Sooner or later these students rush off and infect the teacher," he said.

Dr. Pancoast realized that the secret for teachers is not so much the number of students they teach as the kind of education they provide. "In my experience, the kind of education you give is more important than the number of students you teach," he stated.

The problem of competition for teachers is not a new one. "However, this year the competition is even more intense. The number of teachers who are seeking employment is increasing, and the number of openings is decreasing. This is why teachers need to think about competition and think about doing something to make themselves more competitive," Dr. Pancoast said.

Service Organization Shows True Colors

By ELISI VAN WAGONER

Campus Gold, a club renowned for entertainment activities, has planned its annual Christmas Concert. The concert will be held on December 6, featuring renowned performers such as the Penn State Symphony Orchestra and the Ursinus College Choir.

Christmas Concert

The annual Ursinus College Christmas concert, which has become an important tradition, will be held on December 6. The concert will feature performances by the Ursinus College Choir, the Penn State Symphony Orchestra, and other notable performers.
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Funds for the annual Christmas Concert were raised by the Campus Gold, a service organization. The funds will be used to support the activities of the Campus Gold and other service organizations on campus.
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**When The Life Sciences Become The Death Sciences**

Much of the mail the Weekly gets ends up as fodder for the waste basket, but not all. Several letters and brochures from The United Action for Animals, Inc., a humane society based in New York, were both informative and thoroughly disheartening. One booklet contains a list of about forty experiments conducted in various laboratories in the country and in Canada. Many of these experiments were performed as master's and doctoral theses under the full cooperation of the institution. The results of these experiments are not unique.

What is especially disagreeable about these tests are the results and effects the various chemicals, drugs and toxic substances have on large numbers of dogs, cats, chickens, cattle, and even the occasional human being or mixed-breed dog, which, without too much imagination can be thought of as a typical victim for one of these mad ventures. We brought one such book to the local Humane Society, and many test animals are obtained from similar societies.

I feel particularly repulsed by some of the senseless experiments run by intelligent, trained scientists. One of these tests, conducted at a southern university, involved the poisoning of thirty-one calves and one steer with crude oil and kerosene. To quote some results from this experiment:

"No changes were observed in the condition of the crude oil eaten by the animal by a tube, the calf had a starved and dehydrated appearance and had defecated or vomited about half a quart of thickened black oil into the floor of its stall. The test animals concluded that aspiration pneumonia with other complications appeared to be the most serious consequence of crude oil ingestion. As a non-scientist, I must wonder what ran Robert M. t..."

**PHYSICS DEPT. MAINTAINS STATUS QUO**

**Dear Editor,**

Miss Van Wagner's editorial of last week's issue that students at Ursinus share one of the important concerns of the faculty, namely, that the science majors in this university are not getting as much attention as they should have been. The present situation was discussed at length by the faculty at our annual September meeting, and in fact, it was decided that the time now is a step in the right direction.

Sincerely,

Michael G. Powers

**PHOTOGRAPHERS**

The PHOTOGRAPHERS have received many requests to braid hair and take pictures of students in the library. They will be braid hair and be available from 3 to 4 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.

**THE TOWNE FLORIST**

THE TOWNE FLORIST is open during normal business hours. The store is located at 331 MAIN STREET, COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Wire Service - 495-7285

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**WHAT ARE WE DOING HERE?**

At Ursinus everyone constantly sees people whom they don't know. Every time you go to class, that person just walking around with beautiful and big wrists or white heads or black. Not all of these women have the same body type, but most of them are very young lady that you pretend not to see, walk by. So what do you say?

There is one thing that has been mastered to a refined art at Ursinus. "Avoiding To Look At The Person who you love." It is a difficult task, but one that is worth the effort. There are different ways to avoid looking at a person, but I have found the best way is to stare at your feet. However, there are many more ways to avoid looking at something in your right side, you might have to test your book. Trying to feel the rumbling of your way that you are actually in love with her is not good enough. You could look up at the sky and pretend that you are watching the avian nature of an oak tree. You can try right through the window, you can look straight ahead and not bat an eye. Your best bet is to stare at your feet. Maybe three mantes and hope the guy doesn't see, or you can avoid and watch the whole confrontation.

Girls do some of these things all the time. You know the way you sit in the down at the feet sticks, the way you sit, you must do it, perhaps they that are looking at a squirrel.

So you think that this avoid seeing or looking at the other person is not a good idea. It will stay with you all four years.

This goes to such an extreme that you must not let anyone know that you are doing this. So next time you are leaving your classes and you are walking through the out of the library, the stare at the person and watch him or her. You can be the only one doing it.

But if you get desperate, you can stop on your banana cream pie, and see what happens.

Chango Rags says, "Some people say you can't see without seeing a ring and I say one year Ursinus." Fred Reis
By A. N. LAVELLE

This weekend, ProTheatre will present a novel adaptation of the novel of three one-act plays, The Value of the American Dream. The first play, "Fidler's Letter," is an exploration of the fate of a letter that is attached to a clump of clay modeling. The second play, "Jeremy," is about a sixteen-year-old who is destined for a future in dance. The third play, "Foster," is about a husband who was once an extremely convincing impressionist, but now finds himself playing up to his audience. According to Ted, his partner in life, "Jeremy" is his only pure mode of existence. The three plays are set in the present and are intended to be seen as a single unit, but as a pair, he and his partner in life find themselves facing new challenges in their individualistic romances. The performances are available on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings at 8:00 pm. For more information, contact the Box Office at 555-1234.
By EVA MORGAN

Kicking Sabatino, with similar circumstances created pass from Truskey (Golzman, · · · 25) with student record lead for the Bears. The UC defense really pushed back with the Bears dominating the second period. Sue Rowe (again!) scored twice in the second half, assisted by Jean Johnson and Jill Rowe (again!) scored twice in the second half, as the Bears took control.

By LEN DOMANSKI

On October 27 Ursinus men's soccer had a tough competition from John Hopkins, an F and M standout, on this record. Third Team's forward confrontation was never to take place because of the ball going out with tendinitis. Minus their star, F&M did not stand a chance.

Also running that day was Al- lorge with Ursmus 19-0 on Monday, November 14th at West Chester Barracks. A N D GIFT It is another game were Judy Turner and Kathy Nell, Fourth team's leading scorers, were kept away from the ball. Sally Anderson the Bears' center kicked the game into after the shot. Fourth team played against the pushover (in fact, they were be

By TOM POLINSKI

The wind was in Ursinus' favor. With the score tied at 21-21 and 0:19 remaining in the game, a 25-yard field goal attempt by Dickinson's Bill Smith fell short by inches. The Bears were victorious in the fourth quarter, gaining 18 first downs. (Ursinus 14-7). The 21-21 tie was the first stalemate in this century game played in 1940 with Dickinson.

Dominated the scoring lead throughout most of the game, the Bears' stopped a driving Devil's offense on three threatening situations just short of scoring additional goals. At one point the ball reached the Bears' one foot line with similar circumstances created in the 14-19 yard lines.

Fullback Pat Owens racked up his second and third TDs of the year while sophomore Bill Kelly scored his first of the season. John Habibin, commonly referred to as 1/2-yd. run (Brahmskirk)
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